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Site visitor courses ensure the safety of all non-demolition workers who
visit sites.

Course Summary

Certification: 

Duration: 1 DAY

Valid for: 5 YEARS

Cost: £165 ex VAT NON-MEMBER: £225 ex VAT

CCDO Demolition Site Visitor Course Details

Safety is paramount on all demolition and construction sites. It's the responsibility of the site supervisor to

ensure that all workers and visitors are adhering to the correct PPE regulations and safety procedures

whilst visiting a site for work-related functions.

The Site Visitor CCDO card is designed for individuals who have a job-related reason to be on site, but do not

work in the demolition sector. The individual may not have the knowledge that a demolition worker will have

about site safety, putting them more at risk of being involved in an accident. As well as improving the safety of

site visitors, the Site Visitor CCDO card can improve efficiency when it comes to site inductions. For demolition

sites that insist on all their occupants being CCDO carded, the Site Visitor card can reduce delays in gaining

access to the site and ensure the safety of workers from all backgrounds who have work to perform on

demolition sites.

The Course Covers:

Legislation & the role of the HSE

Asbestos Awareness

Site Inductions

Site Rules

Drugs and Alcohol

Fire, First Aid and Emergencies

Working Near Plant and Equipment
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Working at Height

Personal Protective Equipment

Site Environmental Issues

Who should attend

Any individual who may have to visit a demolition site and perform a non-demolition related task. This could

be Journalists, Structural Engineers, Marketing or Photography staff, Chemical Samplers, Hydraulic hose

engineers, Health & Safety Auditors or any number of other business functions.

Course assessment and certification

CCDO card and certificate.


